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Finders Keepers
Nothing burns like an old flame. Book #3 in the Alex Drake
Series Marrying man Alex Drake has topped his multi-billiondollar empire by securing the love of his life. But when an
old flame re-enters the picture with information on Jack
Taylor’s death, can Madison discover the truth without
getting singed in the seductive crossfire? Meet the woman
who turned A.J. into Alex and find out why the name Jordan
Stone is on everyone’s lips. Warning: Full Steam Ahead.
Lexxi James Books are seductive, suspenseful romances filled
with fun & high heat scenes.
Finders Keepers is a gathering of Seamus Heaney's prose of
three decades. Whether autobiographical, topical or
specifically literary, these essays and lectures circle the
central preoccupying questions: 'How should a poet properly
live and write? What is his relationship to be to his own
voice, his own place, his literary heritage and the
contemporary world?' As well as being a selection from the
poet's three previous collections of prose (Preoccupations,
The Government of the Tongue and The Redress of Poetry), the
present volume includes material from The Place of Writing,
a series of lectures delivered at Emory University in 1988.
Also included are a rich variety of pieces not previously
collected in volume form, ranging from short newspaper
articles to more extended lectures and contributions to
books, including 'Place and Displacement' (1984), only
available previously as a pamphlet, and 'Burns's Art
Speech', written for the bicentennial of Robert Burns's
death. In its soundings of a wide range of poets - Irish and
British, American and East European, predecessors and
contemporaries - Finders Keepers is, as its title indicates,
'an announcement of both excitement and possession'.
The heart-warming conclusion to the beloved Mo & Dale
Mysteries by Newbery Honor author Sheila Turnage featuring
the most shocking case yet! Pirate fever sweeps through the
town after an opportunistic treasure hunter shows up looking
to lay claim to Blackbeard's lost gold buried somewhere in
Tupelo Landing. When the (probably) world-famous Desperado
Detectives--Mo and Dale and Harm--are hired by Mayor
Little's mother to find the pirate loot for her, and the
high-stakes race for riches is on! But that's not the only
treasure hunt in town. Mo LoBeau unearths shocking new clues
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that may lead to her long-lost Upstream Mother--in the
riskiest, scariest, and possibly richest case of her life.
Will Mo find her Upstream Mother? Can the Desperados
sidestep Blackbeard's curse and outsmart a professional
treasure hunter? Will Dale faint under the pressure of
Valentine's Day? Could the stakes be any higher? Yes. With
twin treasures hanging in the balance, Mo, Dale, and Harm
realize one of them may have to leave Tupelo Landing. For
good. Readers can come to this new Mo & Dale Mystery right
after Three Times Lucky if they like. And don't miss the
rest of the Mo & Dale Mysteries! Three Times Lucky The
Ghosts of Tupelo Landing The Odds of Getting Even
Finders KeepersPenguin
Finders Keepers by Stephen King | Summary & Analysis
Finders Keepers
The Law of Finders Keepers
This collection bundles both books from beloved author Catherine Palmer’s charming
Finders Keepers series into one e-book for a great value! #1 Finders Keepers Fiery
Elizabeth Hayes is determined to preserve Chalmers House, the Victorian mansion next
to her growing antiques business. But Zachary Chalmers, heir to the mansion, has very
different plans. Together they learn that God has the best plans of all—if we will only
surrender to him. #2 Hide and Seek Hide and Seek is the sequel to Finders Keepers.
Written by best-selling author Catherine Palmer, this romance novel celebrates life and
love. It clearly shows that despite our desire to hide from life, the only safe hiding place
is in God. Author Catherine Palmer is an award-winning fiction writer in both the general
and religious markets. Sales of her twenty books have exceeded one million copies!
This latest work is sure to please fiction lovers of all ages.
A spine-tingling, edge-of-your-seat thriller about an alarming killing spree in southwest
England from the CWA Gold Dagger Award–winning author. The eight-year-old boy had
vanished from the car and—as if by slick, sick magic—had been replaced by a note on
the steering wheel: “You don’t love him.” At the height of summer a dark shadow falls
across Exmoor, as children begin to disappear, with each disappearance marked only
by a terse, accusatory note. There are no explanations, no ransom demands, and no
hope. Policeman Jonas Holly (a character returning from Bauer’s first two novels) faces
a precarious journey into the warped mind of the kidnapper if he’s to stand any chance
of catching him. But—still reeling from a personal tragedy—is Jonas really up to the
task? There are some who would say that, when it comes to being the first line of
defense, Jonas Holly may be the last man to trust. “Finders Keepers has an enjoyably
creepy premise . . . Bauer’s villain, incidentally, is one of the oddest in detective fiction:
what he does with his victims is utterly weird.” —The Guardian
What happens when you sit down on your back stoop to drink your morning coffee and
find a disabled space ship sitting in your back yard? Of course, you declare "FindersKeepers." The Finding wasn't hard, but the Keeping proves to be the problem. The US
government wants to hide the mere existence of aliens. The military covets the
technology, as does every other government and industrial entity in the world. The
religionists must prove it is all a great hoax. The Finders, Alvi and Studs, play hide-andseek with those who want their ship and eventually they learn the ominous reason for
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the ship's presence on Earth.
Fans of If You Give a Mouse a Cookie will love this new preschool gem from beloved
storyteller Keiko Kasza A hat is not just a hat in these woods! From tree branch to
stream to flower patch—wherever the hat lands, someone knows exactly what to do
with it and exclaims, “Finders, keepers!” But this red hat doesn’t stay in one place for
long, and everyone will be surprised by what happens to it in the end. Youngsters will
be delighted by the silly scenes and clever twists and turns in this charming circular
story.
How to Attract and Retain Great Employees
A Novel
How the Law of Capture Shaped the World Oil Industry

Two dogs each claim a bone they have found and ask passersby for help in deciding
ownership.
In a field in Alberta, Danny finds an ancient arrowhead. His friend Joshua joins him on
buffalo hunts, powwows, archaeological digs, and a break-in at the museum.
Franklin finds a camera in the park, and uses its film to take pictures of his friends, but then
he thinks he should try to find its owner.
A Southern saga of family lost and found from the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of
the Sisterhood books. Fern Michaels thrills us, once again, with the story of an unforgettable
young woman who was stolen as a toddler from a poor but loving family, and who must
journey through a maze of heartbreak before she can reclaim her true identity. Raised in a
magnificent Charleston house, Jessie Roland wants for nothing. But as she grows into young
adulthood, all she feels is loss and a desperate need to break free from the stifling
possessiveness of her “parents.” Somewhere, in the deepest part of herself, Jessie believes that
the world she has always lived in is not the one she came from . . . or belongs in. Now, at
nineteen, she has escaped to Washington, D.C., where no one knows her, and where she is
swept into a whirlwind marriage to a Texas senator’s son. But the past will not release Jessie,
who is still haunted by a sense of lost happiness, of simple, tender gestures buried in her
memory. Only in Luke Holt, a reclusive rancher, will she discover the strength to penetrate
the darkness, and find her way back to a place she can call home. Praise for Fern Michaels
“Prose so natural that it seems you are witnessing a story rather than reading about it.” —Los
Angeles Sunday Times “Michaels just keeps getting better and better with each book . . . She
never disappoints.” —RT Book Reviews
The Story of a Man Who Found $1 Million
Finderlohn
A Senior Citizen's Bizarre Encounter with Local Law
Rainbow Fish can't believe he's lost his special sea glass. When
Little Blue shows off a new piece of sea glass that he's found,
Rainbow Fish thinks it's really the sea glass that he lost. But
Little Blue doesn't agree, and now the two friends are fighting.
King has the popular novelist's gifts in spades - a flawless
sense of pace, an ear for dialogue, an eye for the telling
detail, a no-mess-no-fuss approach to characterisation Keith
Miller Spectator
Twelve-year-old Macy is an amateur treasure hunter who finds
lost things along the southern Saskatchewan shores of Buffalo
Pound Lake. When her mom announces she’s leaving her park ranger
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job at the lake to be a police officer in the city, Macy decides
she needs to find a treasure big enough to put Buffalo Pound on
the map so her family can stay put. But instead of a treasure,
Macy finds a mermaid kidnapped from the West Coast and brought
to the Prairies by a monster known only as “The Beast.” Macy
must find a missing magic shell to reconnect the mermaid with
her family. But will Macy find the shell before the Beast does?
Finders Keepers by Stephen King | Summary & Analysis Preview:
Private investigator, Bill Hodges, races to find another
deranged killer in Finders Keepers, the second book in a
projected trilogy by Stephen King. The first, Mr. Mercedes, won
the 2015 Edgar Award for best mystery novel. Finder Keepers,
while a strong, stand alone book, continues the themes of the
first book by examining of the nature of obsession while also
offering a close look at the relationship between literature and
the real world. In 1978, three masked men invade the remote New
Hampshire home of John Rothstein, a reclusive novelist. He hopes
that three masked men just want money. The 79-year-old gives
them the code to his safe. One of the men, Morrie Bellamy, is
obsessed with the Jimmy Gold trilogy, Rothstein’s masterwork, a
favorite of alienated adolescents for decades. Bellamy hates
Rothstein for having Gold sell out to Madison Avenue and move to
suburbia in the final book… PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and
analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this
Instaread Summary & Analysis of Finders Keepers • Summary of
book • Introduction to the Important People in the book •
Analysis of the Themes and Author’s Style
Roman
Finders-Keepers

When 16-year-old Lufano leaves Jozi to start a new life in Cape Town with her
family, she is running from her past. She doesn't realise it's about to get even
tougher. she is bullied at school for her dark skin and her Venda heritage, and
her parents are not happy about her friendship with Mandla, a Xhosa chief's son.
When a strike at the factory where her parents work turns violent, it seems as
though her whole world is about to explode...
Whether autobiographical, topical, or specifically literary, these writings circle the
central preoccupying questions of Seamus Heaney's career: "How should a poet
properly live and write? What is his relationship to be to his own voice, his own
place, his literary heritage and the contemporary world?" Along with a selection
from the poet's three previous collections of prose (Preoccupations, The
Government of the Tongue, and The Redress of Poetry), the present volume
includes Heaney's finest lectures and a rich variety of pieces not previously
collected in volume form, ranging from short newspaper articles to radio
commentaries. In its soundings of a wide range of poets -- Irish and British,
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American and Eastern European, predecessors and contemporaries -- Finders
Keepers is, as its title indicates, "an announcement of both excitement and
possession."
Cork is a short muskrat who likes to find things. Fuzz is a tall possum who likes to
keep things. Fuzz wants to keep Cork's lost stone when he finds it. But a
chipmunk runs away with it. Who will say "finders keepers" now?
Finders, Keepers. Losers, Weepers Two men are murdered in settings which
speak volumes of involvement of some sacred cynicism. A psycho-killer on the
loose? Or is this the beginning of something much more grave and dangerous?
This is the tale of how Deputy Director, I.B., Shoumik Haldar and celebrated
author Ishan Vajpayee exercise all their tools of conventional and unconventional
deduction to solve the puzzles thrown across by the enemy, yet unrevealed.
Intertwined intensely with the opulent mythological tales and specimens
attributing to the rich cultural heritage of this country, the story depicts the
resurgence of a dormant historical sect, which attacks the very foundations of
one of the most powerful and secreted organizations of all times. Spread across
the length and breadth of the entire Indian subcontinent, read the mystery as it
unravels with the duo travelling from one corner of the country to another
searching for the signs.
Selected Prose 1971-2001
Selected Prose 1971 - 2001
Using Caldecotts Across the Curriculum
Recounts the life and political career of Nazi sympathizer and former KKK grand
wizard David Duke, and discusses what his emergence reveals about American
race relations
The “unexpectedly moving” story of dumb luck and the American Dream set in
South Philly from the # 1 New York Times–bestselling author (Entertainment
Weekly). What would you do if you found a million dollars? When Joey Coyle did,
he was a twenty-eight-year-old drug-dependent, unemployed longshoreman
living with his ailing mother in a tight-knit Philadelphia neighborhood. While
cruising the streets just blocks from his home, fate took a turn worthy of a
Hollywood caper when he found $1.2 million in unmarked bills—casino money that
had fallen off an armored truck. It was virtually untraceable. Coyle? Not so much.
Over the next seven days, fueled by euphoria, methamphetamine, and paranoia,
Coyle shared his windfall with everyone from his eight-year-old niece to total
strangers to a local mob boss who offered to “clean” it. All the while, Det. Pat
Laurenzi and members of the FBI were working around the clock to find it. No
one was prepared for how Coyle’s dream-come-true would come tumbling down,
or what would happen when it did. From “a master of narrative journalism”
comes the incredible true-life thriller of an ordinary man with an extraordinary
dilemma, and the complicity, concern, and betrayal of friends, family, and
neighbors that would prove his undoing (The New York Times Book Review). “A
miniature serio-comedy about life in the city.” —The Washington Post “Masterfully
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reported and artfully paced.” —Entertainment Weekly “A taut, fast-paced tale.”
—The Baltimore Sun
Dead people don't make great companions, something cute, athletic Ken finds
out the hard way when, following an accident on the football field, he starts
hearing ghostly voices. It's not the kind of gift he would have asked for especially when it gets him involved in a love triangle with his dead best friend's
girlfriend - but there's nothing he can do about it, until an anonymous note invites
him to a seance. Completely convinced by the medium he meets, Ken tries to tell
her about his secret. Only his gifted classmates can save him from revealing the
truth - and finding himself in terrible danger...
To whom does the past belong? Is the archeologist who discovers a lost tomb a
sort of hero -- or a villain? If someone steals a relic from a museum and returns it
to the ruin it came from, is she a thief? Written in his trademark lyrical style, Craig
Childs's riveting new book is a ghost story -- an intense, impassioned
investigation into the nature of the past and the things we leave behind. We visit
lonesome desert canyons and fancy Fifth Avenue art galleries, journey
throughout the Americas, Asia, the past and the present. The result is a brilliant
book about man and nature, remnants and memory, a dashing tale of crime and
detection.
The Finders Keepers Collection: Finders Keepers / Hide and Seek
Finders Keepers?
A Play in One Act

When author Virginia M. Bolen found a watch in the parking lot of the shelter in which she
volunteered in August of 1997, she had no idea the trouble that would follow. In Finders Keepers, she
shares her story of being arrested and charged with felony theft in a small town in Montana. This
accounts narrates Bolens encounter with a justice system run amuck. She describes what happened to
her and how she fought back over a period of years to gain vindication. She was harassed,
intimidated, jailed, and pilloried in the press for a crime that law enforcement knew she didnt commit.
Through her own words, public records, correspondence, and newspaper articles, she portrays the
personalities involved, including jail inmates (even the girlfriend of a serial killer), sheriffs deputies,
county attorneys, bridge players, the mother of a world champion poker player, and a Montana State
Senator. Finders Keepers gives insight into the personalities and mindset of authorities, who ignoring
facts and common sense, persist in yielding their power. Its a case thats been followed by the legal
community, even outside of Montana, because of its challenge to prosecutorial immunity.
**NEW YORK TIMES and USATODAY Bestselling Series**There's tortured. And there's Garth
Black. His life has been a constant carousel of tragedy and disappointment, including his love life. Of
course, applying the term “love” to Garth's conquests is a gross misuse of the word. Some people were
made to give and accept love, and others weren't. Garth Black redefines the “others” category. He's
made a vow that the day he meets a woman who could sucker him into falling in love will be the day
he runs away. Garth's plan has one flaw. What happens when he's already fallen hard for a girl
before the warning signs and red flags go up? What happens when the love he's avoided his entire life
brings him to his knees? What happens when Garth Black lets the dirtiest four letter word he's ever
known into his dark, lonely life?This cowboy's about to find out he can control some things, and he
can't control others. Number one on the what he can't control list? Love.**Recommended for mature
readers due to moderate content and language**
Product Description: Setting out on the "vacation of a lifetime" Marissa Chabot is well-provisioned
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with sunblock, rum and a stack of good books. Being one of the founders of Finders Keepers, the
successful, high-tech "soul-mate matching service," she knows that vacation romances are hopeless.
When Linda Bartok-tall, dark and beautiful-sweeps her off her feet anyway, Marissa yields to the
magic of a storybook rescue, moonlit walks on the beach and longed-for whispers of passion. Though
it hardly seemspossible that the Amazonian, adventurous Linda could be truly interested in a deskbound computer geek, the most erotic encounters of Marissa's life complete her surrender. Vacations
end. Real life resumes. Waiting for the phone to ring, Marissa wonders if what she had seen in
Linda's eyes could have possibly been true. Had it been a vacation romance? Was she going to end up
"losers weepers"? Finders Keepers, the quest for the perfect mate in the 21st Century, joins Karin
Kallmaker's Just Like Thatand her other incomparable novels about lesbian love, lust and laughter.
The charming true story set in India is about a boy who found the author's wallet and could not
understand why he should be rewarded for returning to the author what was his. The concept of
accepting a reward for doing the right thing made no sense to him! This award-winning multicultural
book emphasizes timeless and universal values that parents will want to pass on to their children. The
concept of accepting a reward for doing the right thing made no sense to him! The delightful
illustrations take children on a picturesque, fun-filled journey through the exotic land. Though the
setting is in India, the message is timeless and universal. The book emphasizes values that parents
will want to pass on to their children and also provides an excellent opportunity to understand
cultural differences and underlying similarities in our diverse world.
A Tale of Archaeological Plunder and Obsession
Finders Keepers for Franklin
FINDERS KEEPERS

Besessen bis zum Mord John Rothstein hat in den Sechzigern drei berühmte Romane
veröffentlicht, seither aber nichts mehr. Morris Bellamy, ein psychopathischer Verehrer,
ermordet den Autor aus Wut über dessen »Verrat«. Seine Beute besteht aus einer großen Menge
Geld und einer wahren Fundgrube an Notizbüchern, die auch unveröffentlichte Romane
enthalten. Bellamy vergräbt vorerst alles – und wandert dummerweise für ein völlig anderes
Verbrechen in den Knast. Jahre später stößt der Junge Peter Saubers auf den »Schatz«. Nach
seiner Haftentlassung kommt Bellamy dem ahnungslosen Peter auf die Spur und macht Jagd auf
ihn. Kann Bill Hodges, den wir als Detective a. D. aus Mr. Mercedes kennen, den Wahnsinnigen
stoppen?
Setting out on the vacation of a lifetime, Marissa Chabot is well-provisioned with sun block, rum
and a stack of good books. As one of the founders of the successful, high-tech "soul-mate
matching service" Finders Keepers, Marissa knows from experience that vacation romances are
nothing short of hopeless. When the tall, dark and beautiful Linda Bartok sweeps her off her
feet, Marissa yields to the magic of moonlit walks on the beach and longed-for whispers of
passion. Though it hardly seems possible that the Amazonian, adventurous Linda could be truly
interested in a desk-bound computer geek, their erotic encounters soon bring about Marissa's
complete and total surrender. Vacations end. Real life resumes. Waiting for the phone to ring,
Marissa wonders if what she had seen in Linda's eyes could have possibly been true. Was it just
a vacation romance? Or was she going to end up losers weepers?
Since the beginnings of the oil industry, production activity has been governed by the 'law of
capture,' dictating that one owns the oil recovered from one's property even if it has migrated
from under neighboring land. This 'finders keepers' principle has been excoriated by foreign
critics as a 'law of the jungle' and identified by American commentators as the root cause of the
enormous waste of oil and gas resulting from U.S. production methods in the first half of the
20th century. Yet while in almost every other country the law of capture is today of marginal
significance, it continues in.
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1996 Sheila A. Egoff Children’s Literature Prize — Shortlisted 1996 Violet Downey IODE Book
Award — Shortlisted 1997 Silver Birch Award — Shortlisted It all started with an ancient
arrowhead in an Alberta field. While walking through a field, Danny finds an 8,000-year-old
arrowhead. After he shows his friend Joshua, who lives on the Peigan reserve at Head-SmashedIn Buffalo Jump, the two go on buffalo hunts, powwows, archaeological digs, and break in to the
local museum. Grappling with dyslexia and unsure of his place in the world, Danny follows the
arrowhead into a distant past and back again as he learns about himself and the people who
came before him.
Finders, Keepers
The Rise of David Duke
Rainbow Fish: Finders Keepers
Includes the latest Caldecott winners--Cover.
Independent trader Trilby Elliot is forced into an uneasy alliance with Rhis Vanur,
a Zafharin military officer who has crash-landed his crippled fighter on the
uninhabited planet of Avanar, as they search for her missing best friend and
discover that their mutual enemies, the 'Sko, are in hot pursuit of them both.
Reprint.
Renowned naturalist Craig Childs explores the paradoxical nature of
anthropological excavation amongst the Native American ruins his work is based
upon. To whom does the past belong? Is the archeologist who discovers a lost
tomb a sort of hero--or a villain? If someone steals a relic from a museum and
returns it to the ruin it came from, is she a thief? Written in his trademark lyrical
style, Craig Childs's riveting new book is a ghost story--an intense, impassioned
investigation into the nature of the past and the things we leave behind. We visit
lonesome desert canyons and fancy Fifth Avenue art galleries, journey
throughout the Americas, Asia, the past and the present. The result is a brilliant
book about man and nature, remnants and memory, a dashing tale of crime and
detection.
Previously published: New York: Scribner, 2015.
Reading and Writing Mini-lessons, Math and Science Spin-offs, Unique Art
Activities, and More!
A True Story
An Alex Drake Novel

Award-winning author Catherine Palmer presents the first novel in
another HeartQuest series. Fiery Elizabeth Hayes is determined to
preserve Chalmers House, the Victorian mansion next to her growing
antiques business. But Zachary Chalmers, heir to the mansion, has
very different plans. Together they learn that God has the best plans of
all-if we will only surrender to him.
Based on genuine Australian case studies, this book provides practical
and legal tips on how to be a great finder and keeper of employeers in
a tight employment market.
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